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Attracting Abundance of all Types 

By Rene Bastarache, CI 

 

This script is designed to attract abundance of all types to you. Abundance as in 

money, opportunity, business contacts and possibly even things that you weren't 

aware that can help you. 

 

Script Begins Here: 

 

In this script am going to have you use your imagination to create a powerful 

picture of yourself… 

 

I'd like you to imagine yourself right now standing in the middle of a large open 

space…  Imagine yourself as if you have very strong magnetic properties coming 

from you… These magnetic properties are not like a magnet that attracts metal … 

they’re magnetic properties of abundance… 

 

In fact, you’re a unique magnet that‘s able to attract things to you from anywhere 

on this Earth...  Whether it be 5 feet away or 50,000 miles… the power of your 

attraction is just as strong… 

 

So right now, I want you to focus on abundance in your life... Think about the 

things in your life that can enhance it such as various opportunities… 

 

Possibly people of influence, maybe due to their power, knowledge, partnership 

advantages, or simply friendship... 

 

Maybe physical abundance such as cash or objects or wealth items…. 

 

Think about what's important in your life and what can help to impact your 

goals…  As you're thinking about what's important and what you want in your life 

allow your thoughts to vibrate from you attracting abundance from everywhere in 

alignment with what you want… 
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Imagine right now in your mind that things are being attracted to you… Imagine 

them and feel them as they come closer and closer… Imagine them with as much 

detail as you can…   

 

Allowing yourself to be grateful for this wonderful abundance from the universe 

being drawn to you… 

 

Even though you're using your imagination to create this strong magnetic power 

within you… it's important to realize that you actually “are” a strong attracting 

magnet… 

 

You’re always attracting more of what you focus on to you on a daily basis… It 

happens whether you try not or even whether you desire it or not… It happens 

naturally, by default… unless you’re in control of it… 

 

Through this exercise you’re now in control of it attracting positive, abundance to 

you…  

 

Even once this exercise has ended… continue to focus on what you want… So that 

you’ll be in control of this strong, magnetic attraction process rather that it 

happening to you by default… 

 

You are an attraction magnet… abundance continually comes to you…. 

 


